Diversifying Syllabi 2016 Text Summary and Teaching Tips

SECTION ONE:

**Article/Essay Title:** “Being Oneself” (Chapter 2 of *The Importance of How We See Ourselves: Self-Identity and Responsible Agency*)

**Author:** Marina Oshana

**Readability:** Difficult

**Thesis:**
To be oneself, one must maintain a stable, distinctive self-conception that allows one to be accountable to others. One can fail to be oneself in ways that do not threaten the integrity of the self or an agent’s accountability, but which still damage the integrity of one’s self-conception.

**Key Definitions:**

- **self:** “a distinct, active subject of experience and of normative agency”
- **authenticity:** “an agent’s actions are regarded as authentic expressions of his will (or expressions of his authentic will) when they express what is most meaningful to the agent and most evocative of his deeply held concerns”
- **self-denial:** “an attempt to preserve some status one believes one has or sincerely wishes oneself to have”
- **self-deception:** a systematic mischaracterization of some element of one’s life motivated by prior commitment to particular self-image, and which affects both one’s beliefs and actions

**Brief Summary:**

**Section 1: The Self**

why we need a conception of the state of being oneself
- to sustain a distinctive identity
- to make sense of selves as responsible agents
- to respond to others’ expectations

**characteristics of being oneself**
- stable and coherent core
- capable of being accountable to others
- clear reflective understanding of constitutive features of one’s identity
- self-concept can more or less faithfully represent it

**identity**
aspects of self that one is completely unwilling to change for subjective reasons
-shaped by roles, relationships
-includes distinct volitional character

case of Levi being not himself
-normally sensible about diet, polite dinner companion
-incident where ate gluttonously and stole food from dinner companions
-says he can’t recognize himself in his actions
-not himself, so possibly not responsible for actions
-not suffering from pathologies such as addiction, hypnosis, multiple personality disorder

Section 2: Authenticity

authenticity as self-governance
-whole-hearted endorsement of and identification with one’s actions
-"a person is himself when his behavior is a manifestation of values, principles, beliefs and desires that he has authenticated"

authenticity as honesty
-acknowledge features of self once recognize them
-takes responsibility for faults
-“ Authenticity consists in truthfulness toward oneself and about oneself, in word and in deed.”

Section 3 – Inauthenticity

case of Anatole Broyard
-black man who ‘passed’ as white for his career as a writer
-cut ties with parents, siblings, hid black identity from children

forgetting oneself
-‘passing’ as attempt to deny key element of identity, to forget oneself
-not necessarily destruction of self-concept, but concealing it
-need not involved self-deception (e.g. Broyard’s case)
-can be empowering for marginalized individuals (e.g. George Eliot)
-but attempts to forget oneself are often tragic because they often fail
-may impede practical ability to manage life (Broyard’s failure to write novel)

responsibility for forgetting oneself
-not necessarily sole responsibility of individual
-in Broyard’s case, social forces also responsible

case of Auschwitz
-Auschwitz workers pictured in leisurely, playful pursuits
-incongruous with daily supervision of mass murder

self-denial
-an attempt to preserve some status one believes one has or sincerely wishes oneself to have
-may be psychologically adaptive strategy to managing life
- but still responsible for denial, as long as can exercise self-governance (Auschwitz workers were responsible)

Section 4 – Self-Deception

self-deception
- “the consistent description of an inconsistent stretch of one’s mental life and conduct”
- affects both beliefs and actions
- motivated by prior commitment to particular self-image
- can mislead person about own motives, threatens accountability

paradoxical nature of self-deception
- “requires that one both know something and simultaneously prevent oneself from knowing it”
- “rests on the apparently illogical assumption that one can deliberately misrepresent to oneself one’s own reasons for action and belief”

ways out of the paradox
- deny conscious intentionality of deception
- deny the unity of the self
- characterize deception as purposive, but not intentional

Section 5 – Self-Deception and Rationality

self-deception and rationality
- self-deception can be partially rational, adaptive, empowering
- but self-deception endangers practical agency
- “self-deceivers attempt to tailor their beliefs to fit their desires, rather than orient their desires and beliefs to the world, the direction of fit that signals rationality”
- self-deceivers deny both evidence against desired belief and that self-deceiving

self-deception as euphemism
- a mere pretense of believing
- motive is not to believe what is false, but to make world fit preferences
- agents are still accountable on this understanding of self-deception
SECTION TWO: to be completed by note taker during discussion

Possible Applications:
- Unit or class on Authenticity
- Unit or class on Personal Responsibility
- Metaphysics class where you discuss personal identity
- Discussions of Autonomy
- Discussion on self-deception
- Could be useful in a discussion about moral responsibly for acts we don’t identify with

Could also be used in a philosophy of race class or Philosophy of gender class:
- Racial identification or gender identification and their role in creating an authentic self.

Complementary Texts/Resources:
http://search.proquest.com/philosophersindex/docview/743003320/3D21312D2F8A40A2PQ/1.
http://search.proquest.com/philosophersindex/docview/42774196/A0709D49B1764A18PQ/1.

Possible Class Activities:
- Have student brainstorm examples of when they weren’t being themselves
- Ask them what values they have, how are they related to who you are?
- Rachel Doezal—is she being inauthentic? Why?
- Have students take Implicit association tests

Films:
- Albert Nobbs
- Momento
- Orange is the new black (Episode about Boo’s background story)

Books:

- God Bless You, Mister Rosewater
- Don Quixote

What traditional texts might this text replace?